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The second issue of this journal is full of new 
ways to look at pharmacy. From clinical practice in a 
community setting to what a statistic might really be 
saying, pharmacy practice and our ability to make 
informed medication decisions is impacted. When 
we think about expanding pharmacy practice and 
broadening our horizons, often the cognitive areas of 
practice – our clinical skills, counselling and 
monitoring therapy – are thought of, but what is also 
a dramatic improvement for pharmacy practice is the 
development of novel drugs and drug delivery 
technology. Here are but three examples of 
medications which have the potential to improve 
patient care and pose new challenges and 
opportunities for the field of pharmacy. The 
technologies they use help to mitigate side effects, 
improve compliance and allow a whole new family 
of compounds to treat ailments both right now and in 
the future, since some of these new medications have 
already arrived on the clinical stage. 

Staying on Target: Amphotericin B Delivery 
Amphotericin B is an older antifungal that is 

used to treat severe systemic fungal infections. It is 
also the first-line drug for visceral leishmaniasis, a 
parasitic infection spread by the bite of sandflies 
which settles in the tissues and causes fever, 
swelling of the spleen and liver, and anemia (1). It is 
always fatal without medical treatment and very 
common in developing countries. Right now it is one 
of the projects under the Neglected Global Diseases 
Initiative, who also published an opinion piece in 
this issue calling for pharmacists in global health.  

Despite its high efficacy for this infection, 
Amphotericin B is toxic to the kidneys, requiring 
routine monitoring of renal function, and must be 
administered intravenously since it is not orally 
bioavailable (2). This is problematic in developing 
countries, where time, cost, and loss of income by 
the affected person make treatment less feasible. 
However, there is ongoing research at UBC into the 
development of an oral formulation that emulsifies 
and forms small micelles in the gastrointestinal tract, 
which helps its absorption and concentration in 
affected tissues of the body (3). While this is only in 
its beginning stages, the implications of such a drug 
to pharmacy practice could be far-reaching. Oral 

formulations would be more accessible to all 
patients, without requiring hospitalization, and thus 
pharmacists in the outpatient or community setting 
could see this drug and be responsible for 
monitoring its safety and efficacy. Oral amphotericin 
B may also be effective for other types of systemic 
fungal infections and thus, the fusion of micelle 
technology with an older drug can lead to 
revitalization and increase in its use worldwide. 

Finding  the  “Off”  Switch:  siRNA 
Amphotericin B repackaging is a good example 

of an older drug that can be reused again with less 
side effects, and to benefit a population in need. 
However, novel dosage technologies are also being 
used on an entirely new initiative, which can be used 
to treat everything from cancer to herpesvirus: short-
interfering RNA (siRNA). This strategy for drug 
treatment   takes  advantage  of   the  body’s  natural  use  
of siRNA, which is to selectively suppress the 
expression of certain genes or gene products, and 
uses   it   to   turn   “off”   some   the   genetic   changes that 
occur in disease states. The difficulty with using this 
as a treatment is that an siRNA, once in the body, is 
rapidly degraded; therefore, packaging it in viral or 
non-viral carriers that target it to the site of action is 
being tried (4). This packaging has the ability to 
target the drugs to the cell in question and greatly 
reduce side effects, as with amphotericin B. Right 
now, siRNA nasal sprays have been successfully 
tested in volunteers as a treatment for the respiratory 
syncytial virus – a respiratory infection which causes 
significant mortality in children, elderly and 
debilitated persons in the United States (5). As is 
explored in the Review of this issue, inhalable 
formulations are also being explored as a way to 
effectively and noninvasively deliver a variety of 
therapies which, for the first time, could treat a 
variety of viruses and other genetically-oriented 
diseases.  

The potential consequences of this fusion 
between drug (or biological molecule, in this 
instance) and delivery system is potentially huge. It 
would become possible to treat a wide variety of 
diseases which are notoriously hard to treat, such as 
viruses   and   cancer,   by   simply   “turning   off”   the  
gene(s) in question. It is a great example of 
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collaboration between disciplines for patient care. 
The implications for pharmacy practice are also 
huge. With genetic material being used to treat 
diseases, pharmacists, as drug experts, will have to 
become aware of a new battery of side effects and 
interactions based around biological material, or how 
a   person’s   genetic makeup will affect the action of 
these new treatments. This makes a case for 
awareness of the newly-emerging field of 
pharmacogenomics, drug treating geared towards a 
patient’s  particular  genetic  makeup,  and  an  untapped  
market for pharmacists. 

Repackaging and Renewal: OxyNEO® 
We finish up with an example which is already 

on the market: OxyNEO®. OxyNEO® was the 
result of research in polymers and a fusion of drug 
delivery with techniques borrowed from metallurgy, 
to package oxycodone into a tamper-resistant 
formulation. It uses a combination of mesoporous 
hydrogel polymers that contain the drug compressed 
into a tablet, then processed via heat-treatment 
recrystallization, which resolves any impurities in 
the tablet and recrystallizes it into a solid lattice 
(6,7). This formulation enables sustained analgesia 
over an 8 to 12 hour period while improving safety 
by making tampering more difficult. This medication 
was created in response to the removal of the regular 
oxycodone controlled-release formulation from the 
market, after alarming statistics of addiction and 
fatalities came to light which stemmed from the ease 
in which the old dual-polymer formulation could be 
broken apart. The goal with this new therapy is to 
allow an effective analgesic to remain on the market, 
without allowing its formulation to be exploited and 
patient safety put at risk. 

Conclusion 
As we can see, this is a field which is quickly 

changing and which has already arrived to practice. 

It is also but a snapshot of some of the ways which 
new dosage forms will impact our practice. The 
importance of primary literature and clinical studies 
as an aid for pharmacists to make clinical decisions 
for their patients is well-established; medications are 
always subject to post-market testing for efficacy 
and additional benefits, and pharmacy students are 
taught that keeping up with this research is part of 
good clinical practice. That said, it is also important 
to look at the ways in which other areas of inquiry – 
polymers, cell biology and genetics to name a few – 
will impact our own. This promotes interdisciplinary 
collaboration beyond other health professionals and 
into the field of research, and also tells us something 
about the interesting ideas that give life to the 
therapies we dispense, counsel and monitor every 
day. 
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